Shipping:

In my estimate, I will need to transport two or three boxes weighing approximately 30-35 kg each from Santa Fe to Lyon. This includes Woody's photos, the six cameras with their related gizmos and also all the other more specific components, the turntable, mirror sphere, possibly stands and other accessories.

ITEMS:

ALLVISION installation:

A pair of B/W Video Cameras with their power supplies, a large Mirror Sphere, a Crossbeam, a driving mechanism for the rotation, gears, a slip-ring Assembly, a DC Motor, and a variable power supply.

ROTATION installation:

A B/W Video Camera with a motorized Zoom lens attachment and two power supplies.

ZOOM installation:

A B/W Video Camera with a motorized Zoom lens attachment and three power supplies.

PAN installation:

A B/W Video Camera, a motorized moving frame assembly, a mirror and two power supplies.

TILT installation:

A B/W Video Camera, a motorized moving frame assembly, a mirror and two power supplies.

SCANNER installation:

A B/W Video Camera, a motorized moving frame assembly, a mirror and two power supplies.

BIRDS' EYE installation:

A B/W Video Camera with a motorized Zoom lens attachment and two power supplies.